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DarthMod: Shogun II is a mod for Total War: Shogun 2, created by Nick "Darth" Thomadis. Description: The DarthMod series of mods continues to improve the AI and gameplay of Total War games. As always, the mod’s main scope is to destroy the “weak” arcade factors and replace them with realistic features. Witness now Total War: Shogun 2 as
you have ever wanted. It is compatible with any DLC and campaign (Sengoku Period, Rise of the Samurai, Fall of the Samurai). Generally it improves every crucial gameplay factor while it stays close to the feel of the original game. It does not affect your game installation as you can enable and disable it via a special launcher application. Furthermore
you can use additional mods and options with a few clicks. In DarthMod: Shogun II you will enjoy a redesigned melee system which makes battles look like real, "really real"! When 2 armies clash, you will notice violent pushes, formation penetrations, heroic 1vs1 melees, as it would look in a real battle of the era. Arrows spread realistically and are
powerful according to the skill of the bowmen, but still no match against the matchlocks. Sieges are really challenging because the new morale, melee and projectile system create a chaotic and difficult to handle environment. Even the naval battles are much improved and are a joy to watch, fun to play and, most importantly, difficult to master! The
new smoke effects of DarthMod Shogun: II v3.6. All Total War: Shogun 2 DLC and Campaigns are supported and the realistic battle atmosphere becomes complete with super effects that do not decrease FPS but increase it! The mod has installer. Last update: Saturday, March 14, 2015 Genre: Strategy File size: 130.6 MB Page 2 This site contains
mods, free game modifications created by the fans, and official add-ons for your favorite titles. These mods will make your games batter, add new mechanics, locations, characters and game modes. Our database contains 12640 files with mods and game add-ons.The most popular mods this week are: Grand Theft Auto V, Grand Theft Auto: Vice City,
Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Need for Speed: Underground 2, The Sims 4, Need for Speed Carbon, Grand Theft Auto IV, Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, Command & Conquer: Red Alert 2 - Yuri's Revenge, Call of Duty 4: Modern Warfare. Page 3 Here, you can legally download free games for your PC and laptop: full video games and free
demo versions of the best titles around. We recommend the following titles: Microsoft Train Simulator, Pro Evolution Soccer 2013, Euro Truck Simulator 2, BeamNG.drive, Command & Conquer: Red Alert, Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Championship Manager 2001/2002, FIFA 07, Prince of Persia (1989), Tzar: The Burden of the Crown.Our
library currently contains 2398 files with full games and demos. Enjoy! Page 4 Here, you can find patches that will improve the performance of your games. The patches and updates are official upgrades created by game developers that eliminate bugs and introduce new gameplay features. The patches work only with original retail versions of the
games. Our database contains 3109 files with patches and updates.The most popular patches this week are: Farming Simulator 17, Farming Simulator 19, Euro Truck Simulator 2, Farming Simulator 15, Need for Speed: Most Wanted (2005), Gothic 3, Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne, The Sims 3, Grand Theft Auto IV, The Incredible Hulk (2008).
Search for patches # A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z In the Updates category, you can find free patches for all kinds of games. Those are official updates, developed by video game developers (most often the original game’s devs). Updates can change games in various ways. In many cases, they’re made to patch different kinds of
bugs and glitches, such as unexpected crashes, malfunctioning AI, wrong scripts of graphical glitches. Updates can also improve game balance (for example by changing the power of attacks of certain enemies in RPGs), enhance available settings’ configuration, improve the graphics, and even enhance the game content with additional missions, units,
vehicles or characters – it all depends on the genre of the given game. In the description of each of these files, we’ve included the full changelog (quoted after the developer of the update). In order to open and/or unpack some of the mods and patches, .zip software might be required, such as WinRAR, 7-.zip or Win.zip – you can find them here. Page 5
The software included in this section is very useful in daily application of your computer. It has been divided into a few categories, including: Security (antivirus and firewall software, among others), System tools (improving Windows systems) and Audio & video (everything you need to play audio and video files on your PC). For the gamers is a special
category containing software mandatory for players, such as GPU drivers, video game console emulation software and clients for different digital-distribution platforms (such as Steam, Uplay and Origin). In the Software category, you can find utility software available for free (not for commercial application), that can improve the performance of your
PC in many ways. The software includes codec packs, mandatory to play all types of movies, communicators, internet browsers, apps for opening and/or editing sound files and videoclips, data download managers etc. Of course, in the software tab there are also programs for gamers. Those include: driver packs, required in order to get the most of
Radeon and GeForce GPUs, hardware platforms emulators (virtual computers and consoles – both new and old), apps improving the performance of your PC in video games, tools for creating/modifying games, software for configuring controllers (such as gamepads) etc. The software shared by our page is chiefly meant for personal computers running
on Windows systems. There are both free full versions (freeware), as well as trial versions (shareware). Page 6 This section of our Downloads is dedicated to helping you complete really hard games, or simply opening new possibilities within gameplay. God Mode, Invisibility, Immortality? We got it! Welcome to our collection of Game Trainers. Page 7
Trainers for games, the titles of which begin with #. The most popular trainers: 7 Days to Die, 20 Minutes Till Dawn, 60 Seconds!, 7 Sins, 007: Blood Stone, 007 Legends, 30XX, 112 Operator, 25 to Life, 4 Elements # A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Hi, I've been looking for some good shogun 2/FotS mods and everywhere I've
looked they've recommended darthmod. What does this mod do exactly? Can you please be very specific with the changes? Thank you Post edited by Mac117 on May 2013 0 · Darth Vader of TWCenter.Net Special New in v5.0 (Finale Edition) It was not possible to add more due to upload limitations of Steam Workshop version. Read The Full
Changelog. A preview of the added mods Many of you asked to add the following mods to DarthMod: Shogun II and now finally you have them! A must have mod for every player of Total War: Shogun 2. After the thorough research of Demokritos, the author, all units of Sengoku period have realistic uniform and banners colors. "Vastator Unit Style
1.3" by =Vastator= Just pay attention to these images. Do you see the difference? Soldiers have much more variety in appearance thanks to the magnificent touch of =Vastator=. All Sengoku period of every DLC have this careful design. Noif's Mod Collection These are promotional Images from Noif's mods that are included in DarthMod: NOIF's
Boshin War Mod (NoBWN) - HISTORICAL FLAGS, BANNERS & UNIFORMS Twcenter.net NOIF's Modern Japan Army Mod Twcenter.net Noif's Bows Twcenter.net In a few words Noif offers you a complete visual pack for the Boshin period. BullGod's Mod Collection With the included "Daimyos & Generals MOD" you can see famous Sengoku period
Generals with realistic appearances, like Takeda Shingen and Date Masamune above. And also BullGod offers us an awesome unit variety for the Portuguese Tercos. Indeed they look like real now. More info about BullGod's mod below: Daimyos & Generals MOD Twcenter.net The Portuguese terços Unit Variety Mod Twcenter.net If you want to
understand what awaits you, read Le Fred's illustrated stories of DarthMod Battles! Download Info DarthMod: Shogun II has the following three "flavours". Update 25/3/2013 Small Launcher Hotfix: DarthMod_Shogun_v5.0_Launcher_HotFix.zip Fixes BSM Effects not enabling. It includes instructions how to apply. Thanks to Vennonetes for reporting.
Dec 31 2012 News 4 comments v4,4 Enforced Edition got its last hotfix +++ to celebrate New Year's Eve! Dec 4 2012 News 10 comments CA released new patch & DLC so DarthMod had to be updated. Oct 29 2012 News DarthMod: Shogun II will not be updated again unless it is needed for a new CA patch adaptation or other very important reason.
Oct 2 2012 News 5 comments This is the last version for DarthMod: Shogun II made with a hope you enjoy it.(It may get hotfixes according to feedback). Total War Series Total War: Shogun 2 DarthMod: Shogun II v2.15 A série de mods “DarthMod” continua a melhorar a AI e o gameplay da série Total War. Como sempre, o foco do mod é destruir os
fatores arcade e substituí-los por fatores realistas Testemunhe agora o Total War: Shogun 2 como você sempre quis. [i]Principais mudanças (em inglês): [/i]In short you can call the mod “DMS” from now on. It focuses on gameplay improvements without changing too much the overall vanilla “flavour”. Generally it tries to correct the “No Likes” of my
review which you can read at this Link. - The speed, accelerations and physics of the units are taken to realistic levels so not only the battles feel more realistic but now you must plan your tactics more carefully because the units do not rush like “Fast Forward Benny Hill” to cover your mistakes. - Various changes to morale and battle mechanics
create more lasting battles which are not only an enjoyable experience, due to the fantastic combat animations but also they are very challenging, because the AI benefits from carefully made modding techniques. - Projectiles are not homing to the targets but more realistically spread and can miss. Their lethality and accuracy are not as high as in
vanilla in a few words. - Increased unit sizes for epic battles, if the user wants them. Later the sizes will be changed by default without multiplier scripts, when the relevant file is unlocked for modding. - Removed all the insane cheats for the CAI, which provided a “fake” challenge and kept a moderate handicap system that reflects better the actual
difficulty level. - Diplomacy and campaign AI have been improved significantly to cover the gap of the reduced handicaps. For example the AI invades with large armies consisted of more samurai than archers (vanilla problem), uses ships better, allies are more trustworthy, realm divide effect is reduced so that the clans do not berserk against you,
and so on. - Autocalculation of battles works better. - Fortifications have more garrison troops, so now the major AI clans can survive and become very powerful opponents, like the Oda clan. - The economy system is slightly improved to encourage the recruitment of larger armies for both the AI and human player. - Upgrade points for characters are
increased from 2 to 3 for a better and quicker character creation. - Several annoying things, for the majority of players, are removed like the projectile trails (laser trails) and the Horo (Balloon). The removal of laser t- rails in combination with the reduced speeds brings a significant FPS increase. - Increased army and navy control radius in the
campaign map for a more strategic positioning system. An army cannot so easily pass by another army and has to fight it, or several small armies can trap other armies. - Better naval battles because now ships turn and accelerate not like motorships but like wooden vessels full of soldiers and also there are many other factors affecting the naval
battles including the more realistic projectiles. - Ships have much more movement points that makes AI to launch powerful naval invasions. - Clans have more diversity for their special units, so the AI makes the right choice and builds characteristic armies, for example the Takeda raise powerful cavalry, the Date a lot of No-Dachi, Shimazu their
deadly Katana, etc. Download: Já tinha visto la no twcenter mas como meu PC nao roda o TWS2 nao dei muita atenção. Alias Russo voce ja chegou a testar o Darth Mod? Recomendado, mesmo que eu não tenho jogado TWS2 ainda. O DM SEMPRE melhorou em muito o jogo. É muito comum os modders utilizarem-se dele como base para fazer o seu
próprio mod. Já lançaram o Darth Mod para o Shogun 2? Bem se vocês tem o Shoguns 2 altamente recomendado baixar o Darth Mod, sempre muito bom. Farei o download do mod quinta-feira e contarei o resultado assim que tiver oportunidade de testar.
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